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Shahrukh in a remake of
"The departed"
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Sanjay's twins go home
A couple of weeks ago Sanjay Dutt and his
wife welcomed their baby twins to the world.
The twins were born prematurely and had to
remain in hospital. It was only a couple of
days ago that they could finally take their
babies, Iqra and Shahraan home.
The couple had decided upon these names
during their holiday to Egypt In January
before the pregnancy was even uncovered.
Shahraan a name of Persian origin meaning "royal knight" was brought on by the fact that Sanjay's
wife and mother (Nargis) are both from muslim origins. Iqra (to educate) also has a join to Islam.

By Tharu

There have been countless
numbers of American film
remakes in Bollywood - some
have been great while others
flopped painfully. The new
remake on everyone's lips
these days has great potential
to become a hit. Super star
Shahrukh khan is set to star
in a remake of "the departed"
originally starring Leonardo
Dicaprio.
Earlier this year Shahrukh
met up with Leonardo and the director of the Hollywood version at the Berlin
film festival. There was nothing mentioned about the project at the time but
now that word is out, the meeting makes a lot of sense.
Shahrukh is now very busy with Don 2 and his home production Ra. 1 and
will not be available until 2011 sometime for the shooting of this new film.

With Sanjay's elder daughter Trishala (from his first wife Richa) and now his baby twins Sanjay is a
very happy man now.

Major releases for
December
India gets toontastic with toonpur ka superhero,
Bollywoods from live action animation movie starring Ajay devgn and Kajol. A great movie for the
kids and even for the young at heart, where we can
all follow Ajay on his adventure to an unknown land
of cartoon heroes and villains. Set to release on the
24th December.
Tees Maar Khan is an upcoming action comedy
starring Akshay Kumar and Katrina Kaif. Salman
Khan and Anil Kapoor make special appearances in
the film. We can join this star packed cast on their
action packed venture on the 24th of November as
well.
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